
Fast-Track  Data 
Scientist Career

Your

Roadmap: 
90-Day 



Follow the below roadmap to become a data scientist in 90 

days, and the key is to make a sincere commitment to this plan 

as you move forward. 





In order to make the most of your journey, dedicate 1 hour every 

day to studying the topics listed in each of the sections below.  





This 90-day Roadmap covers topics that you need to learn in 

data science, including Python, machine learning, Tableau, AWS 

cloud, Apache spark, Linux, and Airflow scheduling. 





As the years go on, more and more companies are adopting 

data analytics, and they need employees well-versed in these 

technologies — so you can be confident knowing the demand for 

experienced data scientists won’t slow down anytime soon.





Ready to get started with your data science career? Let’s dive 

right into it!
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Data Science is essential because, with the large volumes of 

collected data, organizations need to extract valuable 

insights and make strategic business decisions. So let’s start 

everything off with the Data Science topics.

Week1 - Data Science

Day 01

Machine Learning BasicsJ

[ Bias Variance trade-offH

[ In-Sample/Out-SampleH

[ Supervised Learning vs Unsupervised LearningH

[ Regression vs ClassificationH

[ Clustering
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Day 02

Applied Statistic�

� Confusion Matrix (type I / type II errors))

� Hypothesis Testing)

� Probability Distribution)

� Chi-Square Test

Day 03

Day 04

Data PreD

� Train-test split)

� Imputing)

� Unbalanced Classes)

� Outlier Detection

Feature Engineerin�

� Normalization)

� Standardization)

� Min/Max Scaler)

� Encoding)

� Discretization )

� Target Encoding)

� One-Hot Encoding
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Day 07

Interpretatio!

� Feature Selection�

� Feature Importance�

� SHAP

Day 06

Model Selection/Evaluatio!

� MAE, MSE, RMSE�

� Precision�

� Recall�

� F1 Score�

� ROC curve�

� AUC

Day 05

Data Prep

� Hyperparameter tuning via grid search�

� Hyperparameter tuning via random search�

� Cross-validation�

� Parallelizing cross-validation and hyperparameter 

tuning�

� Overfitting / underfitting
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Python is the most popular programming language for data 

science. However, it's not just any old skill — knowing how to 

program in Python will make you much more valuable as a 

data scientist during your career.

Week2 - Python

Day 08

O Installing Anaconda@

O Installing Python@

O Jupyter Notebook@

O Python overview@

O Python 2.7 vs 3
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Day 10

� Access Values!

� Built-in Functions!

� Types of Functions!

� Libraries and Functions!

� Anonymous Functions!

� Iterators and Generators!

� How to convert a list to a dictionary?!

� How to remove duplicates from a list?

Day 09

� Lines and Indentation!

� Python Identifiers!

� Operators and Precedence!

� Getting Input!

� Comments and Multi-line comments!

� Data Types!

� If Statement and types!

� While loops vs For Loop!

� Continue vs Break Statement!

� Lists, Tuples, and Dictionaries
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Day 12

� Numpy�

� Arrays�

� Indexing, Slicing, and Iterating�

� Pandas�

� Pandas DataFrames�

� Indexing DataFrames�

� Renaming Columns

Day 11

� How to reverse a tuple?�

� How to add elements of a list?�

� Dictionaries�

� How to open a file and access it ?�

� How to close a file?�

� Exception Handling�

� Try/Finally Clause�

� RegEx, Search/Replace
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Day 14

( Working with multiple Figures�

( Histograms�

( Visualization using Seaborn�

( Import and Prepare Data�

( Plotting categorical data�

( Visualizing linear relationship�

( Methods�

( Web scraping using Beautifulsoup

Day 13

( Subsetting and Filtering DataFrames�

( Sorting DataFrames�

( Merging DataFrames�

( MatplotLib�

( Controlling Line Properties�

( Subplot with Functional method�

( Multiple plot�

( Seaborn for visualization�

( scikit-learn
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Day 16

$ Decision Tree�

$ Splitting methods like GINI, entropy, chi-square

Machine learning is a modern approach to statistical analysis 

that uses algorithms, which can learn from data and make 

predictions about new observations.





As more and more companies are adopting machine learning 

algorithms to predict future outcomes and derive business 

strategies, machine learning is an essential skill for anyone 

looking to become a data scientist.

Week3 - Machine Learning


Day 15

$ Linear Regression
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Day 20

� Use cases of clustering�

� KMeans�

� Elbow�

� Covariance�

� Pearson

Day 19

� KNN�

� Euclidean Distance vs Manhattan Distance

Day 18

� Gradient Boosting

Day 17

� Random Forest�

� Bagging / Bootstrapping�

� Boosting�

� K-fold Cross Validation
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Day 23

Day 24

� Isolation Forest�

� Early Stopping

� PLA�

� ALS�

� Ridge & Lasso�

� Ensemble

Week 4 - Machine Learning

Day 22

� Logistic Regression

Day 21

� Time series analysis & forecasting�

� Components of time series data�

� ARMA�

� ARIMA
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Week 4 - Tableau

Once the data is analyzed, and once we have predicted 

future outcomes, it’s important to showcase the data on a 

beautiful, seamless dashboard. Tableau is the platform we 

recommend. Statistically, many companies are using it, 

which broadens the scope for the data scientist aspirant.

Day 25

K Importing Data in Tableau;

K Building Charts using Tableau;

K How to create Dashboards in Tableau;

K How to create Calculated Columns?;

K Sorting and Grouping
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Day 25

! Working with Sheets�

! Fitting sheets�

! Legends and Quick Filters�

! Tiled and Floating Layouts�

! Floating objects

Day 28

! Storyboarding in Tableau�

! Perform Feature engineering in Tableau

Day 26

! Working with Sets, Set actions�

! Ways to Filter, Interactive Filters�

! Forecasting�

! Clustering�

! Working in views with Dashboards and stories
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Week 5 - AWS

The world is moving in mass toward cloud technologies. 

Companies have realized that it’s easier to use managed 

services like Amazon AWS Cloud, Azure, or GCP Cloud to 

leverage their cloud computing and storage needs. 





Having knowledge about cloud technologies makes you 

more valuable and allows you stand out from the crowd.

Day 29

Q EMRG

Q AthenaG

Q GlueG

Q What are crawlers in Glue?G

Q What is S3?G

Q What is HDFS?G

Q HDFS vs S3G

Q How to create a S3 bucket?
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Day 31

" Version Control S3�

" S3 replication�

" Life cycle policy of S3�

" S3 bucket policies�

" What are the different S3 Storage classes?

Day 30

Day 32

" Version Control S3�

" S3 replication�

" Life cycle policy of S3�

" S3 bucket policies�

" What are the different S3 Storage classes?

" IAM group�

" IAM roles�

" IAM policies�

" SNS? When can it be used? Use case where you 

have used it�

" What is SQS? When can SQS be used? Use case 

where you have used it?
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Day 34

1 On-demand/Spot instance/Terminated instance�

1 How will you ssh into an EC2? Have you done this?�

1 What is Public IP vs Elastic IP�

1 SSD�

1 Advantages of load balancer? Classic load Balancer? 

ELB? Network load balancer?

Day 33

1 Amazon kinesis�

1 EC2? How to create an EC2?�

1 What is EBS? How are they attached to EC2?�

1 Difference between EBS and instance Store�

1 Difference between stopped and terminated states of 

EC2?
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Day 35

" What is Autoscaling?�

" What is Redshift? Advantages of Redshift?�

" What is the difference between DynamoDB, Redshift, 

and RDS?�

" AWS lambda�

" AWS Cloud watch? AWS cloud trail�

" What is AWS disaster recovery?
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Week 6 - Apache Hive

Apache Hive is a distributed data warehousing system that is 

widely used in major organizations. This enables analytics on 

a huge scale. 



Most importantly, users in organizations can run HQL, a Hive 

query language that has a syntax very similar to SQL. This is a 

great choice for many organizations, as they don’t need 

resources with specific expertise to work on distributed 

computing. Users with SQL experience can simply start 

working on Hive and build distributed applications.



So there is a high chance that the organization holding your 

future data scientist position is looking for Apache Hive 

expertise. When you gain knowledge in this technology, it 

improves your odds of sailing through your job interview.  



Let’s take a look at all the information you need to know 

about Apache Hive technology.

Day 36

L What is Hive?A

L Hive Query Language(HQL)A

L DDL statementsA

L DML statementsA

L How to skip the header in hive?
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Day 38

- Hive Array, Map, & Struct�

- Hive Built-in functions (concat, trim, reverse)�

- Explode, collect_set, collect_list functions�

- Hive UDF, UDAF, UDTF�

- Hive Views

Day 39

- Hive normalization & denormalization�

- Partitioning�

- What is a dynamic partition and why is it used?�

- Bucketing�

- How does the hive distribute rows to buckets?
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Day 37

- Hive Architecture�

- Hive metastore�

- Different modes of Hive�

- Hive DataTypes�

- Hive Complex Data types



Day 42

# How to process subdirectories recursively in hive?�

# Hive MSCK repair�

# Managed table vs External table

Day 41

# ORC vs Parquet File format�

# Hive compression technique�

# Hive vectorization�

# Hive thrift server�

# Performance optimizations
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Day 40

# Window Functions�

# Ranking�

# Sorting vs Ordering�

# Types of Join�

# Join optimizations



Day 43

* Apache Spark Introduction�

* How to install spark on Jupyter notebook�

* Persistence and storage levels�

* What is an RDD�

* What are pair RDDs�

* How to create pair RDDs�

* Transformations on single pair RDD�

* Transformations on multi-pair RDDs

Week 7 - Spark

Apache Spark is said to be 100x faster than traditional 

distributed computing frameworks like Map-Reduce. Around 

80% of companies use Apache Spark for their distributed 

computing needs, so having knowledge about this 

framework will make you a skilled data engineer, highly 

sought-after by Fortune 500 companies.
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Day 45

) How to create a DataFrame from a json file, parquet 

file, or text file?!

) How to create a DataFrame from a csv file?!

) How to create a DataFrame from RDBMS?!

) What is a dataset?!

) How to create a dataset?!

) RDD vs DataFrame vs Dataset!

) How to join 2 datasets?!

) How to remove duplicate column names when joining 

datasets?

Day 44

) Actions on Pair RDDs!

) What is RDD Partitioning!

) Why should we partition the data in spark?!

) How to create partitions in RDD?!

) Determining number of partitions!

) What is Spark SQL!

) What is Spark DataFrame?!

) DataFrame operations
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Day 47

% 5 strategies to improve spark application 

performance?�

% How to improve spark performance by tweaking 

parallelism?�

% How to improve spark performance by using kryo 

serializer?�

% How to improve spark performance by tweaking 

memory parameters?�

% How to improve spark performance by improving 

cache policy?�

% How to improve spark performance by improving 

cluster parameters?�

% How to debug a spark application?�

% Spark web UI

Day 46

% HDFS vs Amazon S3�

% Spark user defined functions�

% Spark Accumulators�

% Spark broadcast variables�

% Spark-submit command and flags�

% How to set executor cores, executor memory, and 

number of executors?
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Day 48

( What is machine learning? 

( How to perform a spam email classification 

example using “Mlib” library in spark? 

( What is structured streaming? 

( DStream vs Streaming datasets 

( How to create a streaming dataset from a socket 

source? 

( How to create a streaming dataset from a 

continuously updated directory? 

( How to create a streaming dataset from a s3 file? 

( How to write the contents of a streaming dataset 

onto a console? 

( How to perform window operations on a 

streaming dataset?
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Day 49

0 Broadcast Join�

0 What is a  Micro batch in streaming?�

0 What is Graceful shutdown in structured streaming?�

0 Understanding checkpoint location in structured 

streaming�

0 Window transformations and watermarking in 

structured streaming�

0 What is ForeachBatch? What is Trigger frequency? 

What is Rate limiting in streaming?�

0 What are the different Output modes used in 

structured streaming? => append, update, complete�

0 What is Stream-to-stream join?

Week 8 - Linux & Airflow

When working on big data ecosystems, you may have to work 

with Linux systems, whether it be a virtual machine from the 

cloud environment or your local system, you may need to parse 

logs or prep the patterns from logs. 
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For all of these debugging and parsing log activities, you may 

constantly need to run Linux commands, and having 

knowledge of these commands will greatly help as you 

progress in your data science career.



Finally, it’s simply not enough for you to know how data 

analysis and data science work. Once you have built a 

project, you also need to orchestrate different skills to 

seamlessly maintain production every day. 





For this, you need expertise in orchestration tools like Airflow 

or Cron. Airflow is one of the most common tools used in the 

industry — and having knowledge about Airflow will greatly 

help you in becoming a sought-after data scientist.

Day 50

Day 51

F What is airflow;

F What is cron schedule;

F What are tasks and operators in Airflow

F Trigger rules;

F Hello world DAG;

F Airflow UI
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Day 53

Day 52

Day 54

* Different process state in linux?�

* How to take thread dump and when it is used?�

* How to take heap dump and when it is used?

* Linux Commands�

* What is Bash?�

* What is inode and process id ?

* Different process states in Linux�

* File permissions in linux�

* Cat, vmstat, top, htop

Day 55

* Ls, tail, grep, ps, lsof�

* Pwd, cd, ls, mkdir, rmdir, cp, mv, rm, touch commands�

* Chown, chmod, rm, rmdir commands�

* Ps, kill commands
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Day 56

 Pipe, awk, head, tail�

 Top, htop, free -m, vmstat�

  sort, sed, tar commands�

 What are daemons?�

 What are process states?

Week9 - Real-World Project

Having theoretical knowledge of different technologies simply 

won’t suffice. Organizations are constantly looking out for 

candidates with real-world experience. It is highly 

recommended to create a project using the above 

technologies — a real-world project that is used by real 

companies.

Day 57

 Decide a real-world project idea
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Day 58

� Gather requirements & layout a plan for the 

real-world project�

� Mind map/Architect the workflow 

Day 59

� Read from the source data 

Day 60

� Perform the necessary transformations/joins

Day 61

� Create the necessary machine learning model�

� Perform the Train test split
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Day 62

� Find the optimal model�

� Run the model

Day 63

� Store the output to the target storage�

� Perform visualization using tableau

Week 10 - Build Portfolio

Once you have built a real-world project, you need a way to 

showcase it to potential employers. This needs to be in the form 

of a portfolio. Portfolio projects showcase your project 

experience and the technologies you used to build the project.
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Day 65

Day 65

� How to create a portfolio using GitHub?

� How to add the projects to your portfolio?

Day 64

Day 66

� Why is a portfolio needed?

� How to create a blog and add to your portfolio?
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Day 69

� Data Science Interview Cheat Sheets

Day 68

Day 70

� Data Science Interview Cheat Sheets

� Python Interview Cheat Sheets

Week 10 - Commonly Asked 

Interview Questions

Although you may wish to learn every aspect of data science 

and various technologies, this is a monumental task. Instead, 

you should be studying what is commonly asked during the 

interview process for a data scientist position. 



Let’s go over some common questions technology 

companies ask of their potential candidates.
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Day 71

Day 73

� Python Interview Cheat Sheets

� Machine Learning Interview Cheat Sheets

Day 72

Day 74

� Machine Learning Interview Cheat Sheets

� Tableau Interview Cheat Sheets

Week 11 - Commonly Asked 

Interview Questions
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Day 75

Day 77

� Airflow Interview Cheat Sheets

� Linux Interview Cheat Sheets

Day 76

Day 78

� Linux Interview Cheat Sheets

� AWS Interview Cheat Sheets

Week 12 - Commonly Asked 

Interview Questions
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Day 79

Day 81

Day 83

# AWS Interview Cheat Sheets

# Apache Hive Interview Cheat Sheets

# Apache Spark Interview Cheat Sheets

Day 80

Day 82

# Apache Hive Interview Cheat Sheets

# Apache Spark Interview Cheat Sheets
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Day 84

� Apache Spark Interview Cheat Sheets

Week 13 - Craft Impressive 

Resume & Attend 1-on-1 Mock 

Interview

Even if you have prepared well for the interview, if you don’t 

have an impressive resume, you won’t get many interview 

calls. It’s imperative to have an impressive resume that is 

handcrafted to highlight the technologies and experience you 

have in the data science field.
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One of the key mistakes that candidates make is to go to their 

interview without any prior experience of attending an interview. 

In order to achieve success, it’s crucial to attend mock 

interviews and get a handle on what the potential interviewers 

will ask. 

Day 85

Day 87

; How to Create a Data Science Resume?

; Improve networking skills via LinkedIn

Day 86

; How to create a GitHub account?f

; How to fine-tune your LinkedIn Profile?
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Day 89

� Attend 1-on-1 mock interview

Day 90

� Apply for Data Science jobs via LinkedIn/

� Follow up/

� Attend the Interview/

� Follow up after the Interview/

� Grab the dream Data Scientist job

Day 88

� Interview tips and tricks to ace the Data Science 

Interview/

� Refresh the interview questions
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gather comprehensive knowledge and experience in data 

science technologies; create real-world projects using these 

technologies; review commonly-asked interview questions; 

craft an impressive resume and persistently apply and attend 

interviews; you should be well on your way to becoming a data 

scientist. 





Once you have completed your 90-day Roadmap, the next step 

is to move on to our free self-paced eLearning courses.





Click the link below to get started on your courses today:

If you follow the 

above Roadmap: 

Get Started Now With Free Data Science Courses


